Worksheet 11. Vocabulary review

Check all possible completions.

1. Last night, my friend and I played a game of _______.
   □ cards □ dinner □ chess □ movies

2. I appreciate my assistant very much. He’s _______.
   □ efficient □ up-to-date □ valuable □ amazing

3. On the cold, rainy night, we stayed home in our living room. Our living room is _______.
   □ comfortable □ efficient □ large and formal □ warm and cozy

4. Louis started to collect stamps when he was a child. He has a large stamp collection now, and it’s very _______.
   □ cozy □ comfortable □ convenient □ valuable

5. In the city, I usually don’t drive my car. There’s too much traffic and no place to park. I use public transportation because it’s more _______.
   □ efficient □ convenient □ charming □ ancient

6. Jessica likes to give parties, and she is a wonderful host. She’s nice, pleasant, and _______.
   □ lovely □ spacious □ charming □ pleasing

7. The pyramids in Egypt are _______.
   □ old □ ancient □ up-to-date □ famous

8. The five-year-old boy is a professional violinist! He plays with a symphony orchestra, and everybody loves him. He’s _______.
   □ amazing □ famous □ cozy □ modern